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Summary of open comments with tutor response

Module Code and Name: LAN00035C

Module Convenor: Raffaele Zanotti

5 out of 9 students completed the online module evaluation.
3 students left comments.
Overall satisfaction score for the module was: 4.8

Summary of comments:

Positive comments Number

This might be my favourite module! I always walk away from these classes
feeling as though I have learned lots of new things. The teaching is so
passionate and thought through so even when I'm not keen on the subject
matter I'm still engaged. I struggle with confidence when speaking Italian
but I feel supported nonetheless and have definitely improved over the
year.
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I have really enjoyed this module and think Raffaele is a great person who
knows what he's talking about.
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Constructive criticisms Number

Towards the end of it I've found that the lessons began to lack structure,
especially when attendance was poor. I know the lack of students in the
class isn't down to Raffaele, but it did become frustrating to go to so many
seminars to be one out of two or three students and then not do work
because of the lack of people.
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Resources available and accessible on VLE for further learning. Lessons
made interesting and provide a space to feel comfortable. Module
conveyor always happy to set up meeting to discuss anything, and give
more detailed feedback on exams.
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Tutor response:

I am glad the module was well received and I will keep working to keep it up to date
and interesting.



Unfortunately, attendance was not great towards the end, which made some lessons
more difficult and perhaps repetitive. I will work on this aspect and try to keep things
interesting and engaging.

Thank you for your feedback.


